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Asking: $117,000.00    Location: Anacortes, WA 
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Evening Star is hull number 74 in the Nordic Tug 32 series and she has enjoyed many pleasant 
adventures in the Pacific Northwest.  Her owners have decided it is time to turn over the helm 
and are now listing her for sale. She can be easily seen in Anacortes, WA. Please call today to 
schedule your appointment. 

The Nordic Tug 32 model is an American classic – designed, built and equipped with primarily 
US made ingenuity and materials, she is a boat you will be proud to own.  Nordic Tugs are built 
in Burlington, WA and they have a distinctive “tug” style, accentuated by the faux stack, that 
just exudes character. 

Evening Star is a single cabin, single engine, raised pilothouse model that will enable you to 
cruise in comfort and style. 

Constructed out of fiberglass with a gelcoat finish, she is easy to walk around on deck.  You can 
climb up to the boat deck from the cockpit ladder. The foredeck is reached from the pilothouse 
and includes an easy to operate windlass for safe anchoring. 

Evening Star has the traditional Nordic Tug swim step that leads into the aft deck/cockpit. 

DESCRIPTION: 

Cockpit: The cockpit hatch provides access to the lazarette where you can service the steering 
system. 

Saloon: When you walk into the salon it is refreshingly open with the salon aft and galley 
forward.  

The salon is a great place to relax, have a drink or work at the table. The galley is very efficient 
and compact; everything you need to create a tasty meal. 

In the salon, you’ll also find hatches in the floor that lead to storage space along with fuel tank, 
aft bilge and shaft alley access. 

Evening Star is powered by a Cummins 210 HP diesel engine. 

Pilothouse and Staterooms: From the salon, you can go up two steps to the pilothouse, or 
downstairs to the head, shower and forward stateroom. 

For single handing or an active cruising couple who want to get out and explore, it is tough to 
find any faults with the Nordic Tug 32 model. 
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LAYOUT:  
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SPECIFICATIONS: 
 

YACHT NAME: Evening Star 
BRAND AND MODEL: Nordic Tug 32 
TYPE: Recreational Tug style Trawler 
LOCATION: Anacortes, Washington 
MODEL YEAR: 1994 
HULL NUMBER: 32-74 
HULL COLOR:  Ivory with Flag Blue Inset (Bottom painted April 2019) 
REGISTRY: Canadian 
DESIGNER: Lynn Senour 
BUILDER: Nordic Tugs, Inc., Burlington, Washington 
HULL MATERIAL:  Solid Fiberglass 
DISPLACEMENT: 13,500 lbs. | 6,123KG 
SPEED:  Cruise speed 7 - 7.5 knots | Top speed 12 - 14 knots 
LOA:  34'2"| 10.4M 
LWL:  32' |9.7M 
BEAM:  11' | 3.35M 
DRAFT:  3' | 1M 
AIR DRAFT: 9'6" bridge clearance | 3M 
MAIN ENGINE: Cummins Diesel / 210 HP (Main hours: ~1745 - June, 2019) 
EXHAUST: Wet exhaust 
MACHINERY EQUIPMENT: Manual hand pump oil change 
THRUSTER:  Lewmar Bow Thruster 12V  
ELECTRICAL: 30 amp 125V shore power | Solar Panels 100 Watt with controller 
INVERTER:            Magnum Inverter 
BATTERIES (4) 6V Golf Cart house batteries | (2) Group 27 start batteries 
CLIMATE CONTROL:   Espar Diesel heat and Red Dot Bus heater 
WINDLASS: Ideal Windlass electric 12V 
GROUND TACKLE: Bruce 10 kg Anchor with 200' each of chain and rope / washdown on 

bow 
TENDER: 2006 Walker Bay Genesis 270 | Outboard motor Nissan 4 HP 
DAVIT: Sea Wise Manual Davit | Steffan and Brooks Mast with Harken winch 
NAV/COM: Furuno 1715 Radar (new 2019) / Raymarine C-120 Multiscreen | 

Furuno GPS GP32 | Ritchie Compass | Robertson depth finder | 
Robertson Autopilot 3000 with wired remote | VHF 

STATEROOM: Custom V-Berth double and Dinette double (sleeps 4) 
HEAD: Raritan manual head flush (holding tank and macerator discharge) 
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SHOWER: Shower stall 
GALLEY: Hillerange two burner propane oven and cooktop |Hot and cold 

pressure water | Deep stainless steel sink | Window shades 
REFRIGERATION/FREEZER: Norcold 12V/120V AC refrigerator/freezer 
INTERIOR WOOD: Teak 
INTERIOR COUNTERS: Formica 
INTERIOR UPHOLSTERY: Ultra-suede - galley settee | Leather - pilothouse bench 
INTERIOR FLOORING: Carpet with teak steps 
TANKAGE: (approx.) 

 

FUEL:  200 US gallons | 757L (aluminum) 
HOLDING BLACK:  30 US gallons | 113.5L (fiberglass) 
FRESH WATER:   100 US gallons | 378.5L (plastic)  

Note: All information is believed accurate but should be verified. 
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Exclusions: Potential purchasers should assume that items on the vessel at the time of viewing, 
but not specifically listed on this sheet, are not included with the sale of the yacht. These 
specifications are believed to be true and correct but cannot be guaranteed. Items excluded 
include, but are not limited to Paintings, tools, handheld nav gear and binoculars. Owner’s 
personal effects and clothing will be removed prior to closing. 

Disclaimer: Jeff Merrill Yacht Sales, Inc. presents the details of this vessel in good faith but 
cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this information nor guarantee or warrant the 
condition of the vessel. Buyers should instruct their agents and their surveyors to investigate all 
details the buyers desire validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or 
withdrawal without notice. 

Brokerage: JMYS is a US based (licensed and bonded yacht brokerage in California, Florida and 
Washington) with an international emphasis specializing in ocean capable trawlers. Our brokers 
are experienced boaters, most are trawler owner/operators with thousands of hours and miles 
at sea.  We treat our clients with respect, we are responsive and not pushy.  Our focus is to 
become your loyal advocate, always looking out for your best interests. The team at JMYS has 
extensive trawler and motor yacht product knowledge and our skills are available for coaching 
after the sale has concluded.  

Co-Brokerage: Fellow yacht broker association members: This listing is available for co-
brokerage and JMYS is a 50/50 house. Courtesy showings are available by appointment. Florida 
listings subject to appropriate broker licensing required by law.  

 

LISTING BROKERS: 
 
Kelly Libby +1 425.359.7078  Kelly@JMYS.com  

NYBA (Northwest Yacht Brokers Association)  

 

 

Greg Mustari, CPYB +1 360.507.9999 Greg@JMYS.com  

Certified Professional Yacht Broker 
NYBA (Northwest Yacht Brokers Association) Board of Directors  

 

 
 


